A de novo (1;2;3;15;18) chromosome rearrangement with six nonreciprocal translocations.
A de novo complex chromosome rearrangement (CCR) found in a phenotypically abnormal boy was characterized by G-bands, FISH with subtelomere probes, and M-FISH. The G-banding analysis revealed involvement of chromosomes 1, 2, 3, 15, and 18 with (at least) eight breakpoints, five nonreciprocal translocations (1q --> 2q --> 8q --> 15q --> 2p --> 1q), and a 3p insertion into the der(2); there was also a presumptive deletion of 1q41. The 5 derivatives were described as follows: der(1)(1pter --> 1q32.3?::2p21--> 2pter),der(2)(1qter --> 1q42?::2q24.2 --> 2p21::3p13 --> 3p26::15q15 --> 15qter),der(3)(3qter --> 3p13:),der(15)(15pter --> 15q15::18q11 --> 18qter),der(18)(18pter --> 18q11::2q24.2 --> 2qter). The molecular assays confirmed the segmental composition of each derivative and documented the localization of most relevant telomeres. In addition to the novelty of the 1, 2, 3, 15 and 18 combination, this CCR may also be unique in the sense that it represents a cluster of 6 nonreciprocal transpositions regardless of the occurrence (or lack thereof) of secondary unbalances. Finally, there appears to be an excess of CCRs in fetuses conceived by intracytoplasmic sperm injection.